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Abstract
Recent evidence demonstrates that the Earth has been warming monotonically since 1980.
Transient to equilibrium temperature changes take centuries to develop, as oceans are slow to
respond to atmospheric temperature changes. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations, from ice core
and observatory measurements, display consistent increases from historical averages,
beginning in about 1880, and can be associated with the industrial revolution. The climactic
consequences of this human dominated increase in atmospheric CO2 define a geologic epoch
that has been termed the ‘Anthropocene.’ The issue is whether this is a short term, relatively
minor change in global climate, or an extreme deviation that lasts for thousands of years. Eight
‘myths’ that posit the former are examined in light of known data. The analysis strongly
suggests the latter. In order to stabilize global temperatures, sharp reductions in CO2

emissions are required: an 80% reduction beginning in 2050. Two examples of economically
sustainable CO2 emission reduction demonstrate that technological innovation has the
potential to maintain our standard of living while stabilizing global temperatures.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

This article was invited by L H Greene.
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1. Introduction

The issues of significant long-term increases in global
temperatures, and anthropogenic responsibility for global
climate change, have been the subject of intense debate, arising
primarily from the economic consequences surrounding the
reduction of greenhouse gases, most specifically CO2. Recent
evidence from many sources all point to a monotonic increase
in global temperatures beginning in ∼1980 up to the most
recent measurements in 2010. The consequences of increasing
global temperatures are serious: sea level rise, coastal flooding,
loss of wetlands and drylands and severe weather patterns,
to name a few. The issues are increases in long-term global

temperatures, human responsibility for these increases, and if
so, what can be done about it?

This paper summarizes data from recent relevant reports,
first with respect to the question of global warming. The
immediate response of the Earth–ocean–atmosphere system
(‘transient’) is amplified by the slow response of the ocean
to atmospheric temperature changes, so that ‘equilibrium’
temperatures take centuries to develop. It is shown that
atmospheric CO2 concentrations first deviated from millennia
values in 1880, associated with the industrial revolution.
These observations, taken together, suggest that current
global temperature rises will continue, and even accelerate as
atmospheric CO2 concentrations continue to increase.
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Because of the time delay between transient and
equilibrium temperatures, reaching an equilibrium global
temperature requires a sharp reduction in CO2 emissions.
Steady-state emission levels will only cause temperatures to
continue to increase. Estimates are that an 80% reduction
in CO2 emissions must take place beginning in 2050 just to
stabilize global temperatures at their equilibrium value.

These conclusions are not universally accepted. This
paper examines eight ‘myths’ that have been generated by
climate change ‘skeptics’. There is nothing wrong with chal-
lenges to data, or the interpretation of data: that is the scientific
method. The response to challenges enriches the science, and
so is welcomed. The eight myths are representative of these
challenges. The myths and the responses to them are presented
here for the benefit of the reader who will form his/her own
conclusions as to their validity.

Finally, two examples are presented that can potentially
reduce CO2 emissions substantially in an economically viable
manner. That is, substantial CO2 emission reduction need
not reduce our standard of living, or require the deleterious
consequences of a tax on carbon, a carbon cap and trade, or
draconian regulations. These two examples illustrate how
intelligent technology can be harnessed to achieve global
temperature stabilization.

Section 2 describes the evidence for global warming from
recent reports. The concept of transient and equilibrium
warming is introduced, and historical atmospheric CO2

concentrations are reported. Analysis suggests that we are now
experiencing the consequences of the industrial revolution, and
concomitantly that our own emissions will affect atmospheric
and ultimately global temperature increases for centuries to
come.

Section 3 discusses what would be necessary to stabilize
global temperatures. It is shown that simply stabilizing
atmospheric CO2 emissions is insufficient. Drastic reductions
are required (∼80%) to reach stable atmospheric CO2

concentrations and eventually stable global temperatures.
Section 4 discusses the consequences of global warming.

The term ‘Anthropocene,’ first introduced by Crutzen, [1],
describes the epoch where human activity is ‘. . . changing the
Earth on a scale comparable to some of the major events of
the ancient past. Some of these changes are now seen as
permanent, even on a geologic time-scale’ [2].

Section 5 lays out eight myths that question global
warming itself, and anthropogenic contributions to it. Each
is analyzed in light of modern data, arguing against the myths.

Section 6 presents two methods for potentially reducing
CO2 in an economically viable manner. They represent
examples of how modern technology can make substantial
contributions towards stabilizing global temperatures without
the need for a price on carbon or draconian regulations.

Section 7 summarizes our findings, and expectations for
the future. It is recognized that the issues are global, and that
individual national contributions will not be enough, but it is
also argued that leadership along sustainable lines can affect
global behavior. There is really no other alternative if we are
to maintain our current global environment. Indeed, it may
already be too late to accomplish this end.

2. Evidence for global warming

More than 300 scientists from 48 countries analyzed data
from as early as 1850 on 37 climate indicators including
sea ice, glaciers and air temperatures [3]. Grouped into ten
categories in figure 1, all were consistent with warming, even
though seven were increasing indicators while three were
decreasing indicators (e.g. sea level rise (increasing) and sea ice
(decreasing), respectively). Not only did all the 37 indicators
point in directions consistent with warming, they also mapped
onto the ten categories with separate indicators lying on top
of one another. Note that, subject to some error, a significant
increase in warming begins around 1980.

This can be seen more explicitly in measurements of
averages of global air temperatures, over both years and
decades [3]. From the end of the 19th century to 2009,
the decadal averages are exhibited in figure 2. The decadal
averages of the 1980s (1980–1989) were the warmest on
record at the time. The decadal averages of the 1990s (1990–
1999) were warmer, with every year warmer than the 1980s
average. And the decadal averages of the 2000s (2000–2009)
were warmer than the previous decade, with again every year
warmer than the 1990s average.

Atmospheric warming is a relatively instantaneous effect,
arising from the ‘greenhouse’ effect of solar radiation being
trapped by gases in the upper atmosphere. But a huge ‘sink’ for
thermal response is found in the oceans. Equilibrium response
of the oceans is a slow process, taking centuries to develop [4].
This is exhibited in figure 3.

In terms of global temperatures, the instantaneous
(or ‘transient’) warming is about half of the stable (or
‘equilibrium’) warming at the same CO2 concentration. For
example, if CO2 concentrations were to reach 550 ppmv,
transient warming would be about 1.6 ◦C. But holding the
CO2 concentration at that value for centuries would mean
that warming would continue, reaching a ‘best estimate’
equilibrium value of 3 ◦C. That much of a temperature rise
would mean:

• the eventual rise of the sea level by 1–4 m because of
thermal expansion of the ocean and to glacier and small
ice cap loss alone.

• the loss of about 250 000 square km of wetlands and
drylands.

• many additional millions of people subject to coastal
flooding.

• melting of the Greenland ice sheet could contribute an
additional 4–7.5 m of sea level rise over many thousands
of years.

Figure 2 suggests that decadal warming is increasing
monotonically, beginning in 1980. But what happened in
1980 to trigger the increase in global temperatures? The
answer, of course, is nothing. There was no unusual sunspot
activity, the Earth did not change its axis of rotation, there
was no catastrophic volcanic eruption: in short, nothing much
happened. And yet, figure 2 suggests we are on a path of
continuous warming of serious magnitude.

Putting figure 3 together with figure 2 leads to an
immediate conclusion that what triggered the increase in
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Figure 1. The panels in this figure are reproduced with permission from [3]. They show changes in climate indicators over several decades.
Each of the different colored lines in each panel represents an independently analyzed set of data. The data come from many different
technologies, including weather stations, satellites, weather balloons, ships and buoys.
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Figure 2. Global temperature change—decadal averages, reproduced with permission from [3].

Figure 3. How the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide
corresponding to transient temperatures (near-term warming, in
blue) is only a fraction of the total warming (equilibrium warming,
in red). Reprinted with permission from [4], 2011 by the National
Academy of Sciences, courtesy of National Academies Press,
Washington, DC.

global temperatures in 1980 took place approximately a
hundred years earlier. That is, the increase in 1980 could
be the consequence of reaching equilibrium temperatures
associated with increasing transient temperatures a hundred
years earlier. If this supposition is correct, there must have
been a concomitant increase in CO2 concentrations in 1880.
Was there? And why then?

Figure 4 is stunning. From ice core measurements,
followed by observatory observations, the atmospheric CO2

Figure 4. Carbon dioxide concentrations as a function of year [5, 6]:
ice core measurements in earlier periods [7], and atmospheric
measurements in more recent years [8]. Reprinted with permission
from [9]. Copyright 2011 CSIRO: www.publish.csiro.au/pid/
6558.htm.

concentrations did begin their increase in 1880, quite consistent
with a delay between transient and equilibrium temperatures.
The next question is, why did the CO2 concentration begin
to increase so significantly in 1880? Of course, this was
the beginning of the global reach of the industrial revolution
involving large amounts of coal combustion.

The sobering conclusion is that the current increase in
global temperature is a consequence of increasing atmospheric
CO2 concentrations a hundred years ago. This would mean
that if humans ceased to emit CO2 entirely from this moment
on, the Earth would continue to warm for at least another
century. Even more frightening, our continual increase of CO2

will remain with succeeding generations for hundreds of years,
independent of what they might do. In short, humankind may
have begun a warming process that is inexorable, independent
of future generational behavior.
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Figure 5. Emissions reduction required if concentrations are to be
stabilized. The lower graph shows how carbon dioxide
concentrations would be expected to evolve depending upon
emissions for one illustrative case, but this applies for any chosen
target. Reprinted with permission from [4], 2011 by the National
Academy of Sciences, courtesy of National Academies Press,
Washington, DC.

The issue then is, do we continue to make things worse
for future generations? And what would have to be done to
stabilize atmospheric concentrations of CO2 instead of letting
them increase?

3. Stabilization of global temperatures

As seen in figure 4, CO2 concentrations of 280 ppmv (parts
per million by volume) were common in the modern era until
the industrial revolution. Since then, concentrations have
increased more or less linearly by about 35%, so that by
April, 2010, they had reached 391 ppmv. Because human
carbon dioxide emissions exceed removal rates through natural
carbon ‘sinks,’ keeping emission rates the same does not lead to
stabilization of carbon dioxide. This consequence is exhibited
in figure 5. Stable CO2 emissions lead to increasing CO2

atmospheric concentrations.
For stable CO2 atmospheric concentrations, emissions of

CO2 must be drastically reduced. Emissions reductions of the
order or larger than about 80%, relative to whatever peak global
emissions rate may be realized, are required to approximately
stabilize carbon dioxide concentrations for a century or so at
any chosen target level. This is the reason that the Copenhagen
Accord recognized a ‘target’ CO2 reduction of 80% by 2050,
though without binding commitments of the parties to the
Accord.

So, how are we doing? The US Energy Information
Administration (EIA) estimate for US CO2 emission levels
are exhibited in figure 6.

Figure 6. US energy related carbon dioxide emissions, 1990–2035,
in billions of metric tons carbon dioxide equivalent. Reprinted with
permission from [10].

Rather than a decrease in US CO2 emissions from 2009
through 2035, the US Energy Information Administration
estimates a 16% increase. Comparing figures 5 and 6 is
sobering. First, the President of the US committed in the
Copenhagen Accord to reduce CO2 emissions in the US 17%
by 2020 as compared with 2005 emission levels. Figure 6
suggests a reduction of 3.4%. What is worse, of course, is
the projection of the EIA plot to mid-century. A monotonic
increase in CO2 emissions does not provide hope for the 80%
reduction called for in figure 5 in order to stabilize atmospheric
CO2 concentration. And of course, the EIA projections are
for the US alone, with only about a 20% source of global
CO2 emissions. China has already surpassed the US in annual
emissions. Further, they and other developing countries (e.g.
India) are not about to curtail their economic growth by
constraining their use of fossil fuels.

When this prospect is combined with the century or so
delay between transient and equilibrium atmospheric CO2

concentrations, today’s anthropogenic contributions add to
those of the past, continuing to increase global temperatures
for centuries to come. We are putting at jeopardy countless
future generations. And the longer CO2 emissions continue to
increase, the worse it will get.

4. Additional consequences of global warming

Section 3 contains consequences of sea level rise resulting
from increases in global temperatures. There are other equally
(or worse) implications for life on Earth. From [2]: ‘The
ultimate effect on the biosphere of climate change coupled
with other human stressors (habitat fragmentation, invasive
species, predation) is a sharp increase in the rate of extinctions
[11]. Current estimates put the extinction rate at 100–1000
times greater than the background level [11, 12] and the rate
is projected to increase by a further ten-fold this century [11].
This current human-driven wave of extinctions looks set to
become the Earth’s sixth great extinction event [13].’

‘Enhanced dissolution of increased atmospheric CO2 in
the oceans, too, is increasing their acidity. Significant drops
in oceanic pH have already occurred, and further projected
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decreases will stress calcifying organisms such as reef corals,
though the biological response in complex [14]. This factor
alone may substantially change marine ecosystems over the
next century.’

In light of these major changes, life on Earth is projected
to change materially, even on geological time scales. This
prospect has led Crutzen [1] to coin the term ‘Anthropocene’
to describe the present, ‘in many ways human-dominated,
geologic epoch. . . .’ The scale of the impact of human activity
is comparable to some of the major events of the ancient past.
And ‘some of these changes are now seen as permanent, even
on a geological time-scale.’ [2]

There is a difference between this epoch and those of
ancient times: we live in this epoch. Previous geologic ages
are over, their history is known. As noted in section 3,
the consequences of our contributions will continue for
centuries and even millennia. Although the increase in
CO2 concentrations began in the 19th century, and so the
Anthropocene is very brief on geologic time scales, the
consequences may be permanent. As noted in [2]: ‘no
previous migrations of organisms. . . have rivaled the human-
caused introductions of alien species.’ [13, 15]

The Anthropocene may be a new geologic epoch, with
human activities largely controlling the evolution of our Earth’s
environment. It could be short term, causing relatively
minor changes from current climactic conditions; or it could
yield an extreme deviation that lasts for thousands of years.
What is clear is that current projections of anthropogenic
contributions to CO2 emissions, if not radically altered, will
lead to irreversible changes in global conditions.

5. Eight myths that question global warming, and
anthropogenic contributions to it

Given the apocalyptic view of the Earth’s future in the face
of anthropogenic CO2 emissions, and the social and economic
consequences of emission mitigation, it is not surprising that
significant skepticism has arisen. Although the evidence
appears to this observer to be overwhelming, there remain
opportunities for doubt. The long-term climate simulations
have uncertainties. The ‘grid size’ for computational
simulations remains too large to accurately account for clouds
and coastlines, resulting in input averages that, for nonlinear
systems, can be misleading.

With this noted, there are responses to some of the more
current criticisms of both global warming, and, if present,
its anthropogenic origin. It is instructive to address the
more common of these criticisms in light of the scientific
information at hand. Below are listed eight ‘myths’ about
climate change and human contributions, taken from KNOW
on the University of Texas at Austin website (www.utexas.edu/
KNOW/2010/11/16/climate myth). The responses are derived
here from referenced peer reviewed literature, to which the
reader is directed for further details.

Myth no. 1. What global warming? Earth has actually
been cooling since 1998. Some people skeptical of global
warming claim that Earth’s global surface temperatures have
been falling or have leveled off since 1998. They point to data

Figure 7. Global temperature anomalies [18].

from UK researchers [16] that put 1998 as the warmest year
on record. They also point to an unusually cool summer in
North America in 2009 followed by an abnormally cold winter
across all of the northern hemisphere.

The scientific data do not support the claim that the Earth
has been cooling since 1998, and in fact strongly shows a
warming trend (see figure 7). First, it is important to note
that climate scientists do not think 1998 was the warmest
year on record. Scientists at NASA’s Goddard Institute for
Space Studies (GISS) have determined that 2010 statistically
tied 2005 as the warmest on record [17, 18], and that 1998
is in a statistical tie for third place with five other years:
2002, 2003, 2006, 2007 and 2009. The difference between
their analysis and that of the UK researchers is that the UK
researchers’ analysis [16] takes warming of the Artic from
an extrapolation of global temperatures, while GISS estimates
temperature anomalies throughout most of the Artic, finding
Artic warming to be especially high in the past decade. In the
GISS analysis, five years since 1998 were as warm or warmer
than 1998, clearly not a sign of global cooling.

The analysis produced at GISS was compiled from
weather data from more than 1000 meteorological stations
around the world, satellite observations of sea surface
temperature, and Antarctic research station measurements.
The calculation of ‘temperature anomalies’ (the difference
between surface temperature in a given month and the
average temperature for the same period during 1951–1980)
is displayed in figure 7. The authors state [17]: ‘Global
temperature is rising as fast in the past decade as in the prior two
decades, despite year-to-year fluctuations associated with the
El Niño–La Niña cycle of tropical ocean temperature.’ They
conclude: ‘Contrary to a popular misconception, the rate of
warming has not declined.’

Myth no. 2. Increased carbon dioxide (CO2) cannot
contribute to global warming: It’s already maxed out as a
factor and besides, water vapor is more consequential. Some
climate skeptics claim that the carbon dioxide (CO2) currently
in the atmosphere is already ‘saturated’ in its ability to absorb
longwave radiation from Earth and therefore additional CO2

in the air won’t make a difference—won’t, that is, absorb more
heat. They also argue that water vapor is a more potent
greenhouse gas and therefore increases in CO2 should not
be a concern. These claims have been made in recent years
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by Hungarian physicist Ferenc Miskoczi and other scientists.
They were repeated in the Skeptic Handbook, published in 2009
by science writer Joanne Nova. Yet the seed of the argument
actually goes back more than a century.

In 1900, scientists published results of a laboratory
experiment interpreted at the time to signify that all the long
wavelength radiation emitted by Earth is absorbed by the
atmosphere already, and that therefore, adding more CO2 could
not possibly make a difference.

Here is what the scientists did in that early experiment:
they sent infrared light through a foot long (30 cm) tube
containing a small concentration of CO2 meant to simulate
Earth’s atmosphere and then measured how much radiation
made it through to the other end. Next, they cut the amount
of CO2 by a third and measured how much radiation made it
through. As it turned out, the results were nearly the same.
Therefore, they reasoned, CO2 is already maxed out in its
ability to further warm the planet.

The flaw lies in simplifying the atmosphere down into
something like a short tube or a thin sheet of glass. In reality,
the atmosphere is thick with many layers. As radiation makes
its way up through the atmosphere, it gets absorbed and re-
emitted many times. Because of collisions, the radiation is
shifted in energy, and is re-emitted in all directions. More CO2

near the surface does not make a big difference, but higher up
in the atmosphere, more CO2 means more heat is absorbed,
shifted in energy, and re-emitted (both up and down). The net
effect is that it becomes harder for Earth to shed its heat back
out to space.

Water vapor absorbs a wider range of wavelengths of
radiation than CO2 and is more abundant overall in the
atmosphere. So it seems logical that water vapor would
have a larger role in climate change than CO2. But Air
Force experiments in the 1940s showed that in the upper
atmosphere—where Earth’s heat is released into space—there
is little water vapor and at lower pressures, it is less able to
absorb radiation. So CO2 turns out to be more important than
water vapor in the region that counts.

That is not to say that water vapor does not matter. All
climate models incorporate its effects in their simulations.
The difference is that climate scientists consider it a feedback
rather than a main driver of climate change. That is
because observations show that regardless of changes in global
temperatures, global relative humidity stays fairly constant.

Myth no. 3. You can’t trust climate models because
they do a lousy job representing variations in sunlight and
volcanic aerosols. Climate modelers have traditionally had
a hard time incorporating all the different contributions to
global warming and cooling. Solar variations combined with
ozone and aerosols can account for climate change just as
much as greenhouse gases. Finally, the grid size used by
climate modelers is too large to give accurate predictions over
time.

Climate models do have uncertainties and do not create
perfect predictions about future climate. But despite their
shortcomings, when used to simulate past climate, the models
get the basic patterns correct. The differences tend to come in
the amplitudes, not the general patterns.

One example is how temperatures change over time with
respect to depth in the atmosphere and latitude. This is
sometimes represented in color coded charts with latitude
running along the bottom and depth in the atmosphere running
up the side (see figure 8). Red indicates warming and
purple indicates cooling. Each major driver of climate
(well-mixed greenhouse gases, stratospheric and tropospheric
ozone, solar irradiance, sulfate aerosols, volcanic aerosols)
has its own unique fingerprint on this kind of image. These
fingerprints have been revealed by running the climate models
and changing just one forcing while holding the other
forcings constant. The fingerprint for greenhouse gases turns
out to be very distinct from all the others—warming of
the upper troposphere near the equator and cooling in the
upper atmosphere. This distinct fingerprint of greenhouse
gasses shows up loud and clear in direct observations of the
atmosphere from satellites, indicating that these gases are
playing a major role in climate change.

Figure 8 displays the temperature change, from 1958
through 1999 (in ◦F) , for each of these forcings, and the sum
of all factors. The latter is closest to the effect of greenhouse
gases, showing that ozone, solar changes and aerosols generate
only small quantitative differences, while greenhouse gases
predominate.

Other patterns that are consistent with our understanding
of how the climate system should respond to anthropogenic
forcing are warming of the oceans and land surface, increases
in atmospheric moisture, changing rainfall patterns, loss of
some of the Greenland ice sheet, rising sea levels, decrease of
the snow and sea ice in the Northern Hemisphere, cooling of
the stratosphere and warming of the troposphere. Collectively,
these behaviors are inconsistent with the changes from natural
variability alone [20].

Myth no. 4. There have been big climate changes in
the past, such as the Little Ice Age and the Medieval Warm
Period, so why can’t recent climate changes just be explained
by natural variability? People who dispute evidence of recent
global warming sometimes point to two episodes in the past
1000 years called the Little Ice Age and the Medieval Warm
Period—times when Northern Hemisphere temperatures were
higher or lower than average for decades or even centuries—as
examples of internal variability, a kind of natural randomness
in the climate system that cannot be explained by any specific
forcing. If true, perhaps internal variability could explain the
current rapid global warming, skeptics argue. In other words,
maybe our current warming is just an unlucky roll of the dice,
a blip rather than a long-term trend.

Climate scientists now understand that the Medieval Warm
Period was caused by an increase in solar radiation and a
decrease in volcanic activity, which both promote warming.
Other evidence suggests ocean circulation patterns shifted to
bring warmer seawater into the North Atlantic. Those kinds of
natural changes have not been detected in the past few decades.
When computer models take into account paleoclimatologists’
reconstructions of solar irradiance and volcanoes for the past
1000 years, the models reproduce the Little Ice Age and
Medieval Warm Period. Those events turn out to not be random
noise after all.
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Figure 8. Each major driver of climate leaves its own unique fingerprint on atmospheric temperatures [19, 20]. The fingerprint for
greenhouse gases turns out to be very distinct from all the others—warming of the upper troposphere near the equator and cooling in the
upper atmosphere. Red indicates warming and purple indicates cooling.

Myth no. 5. Natural forces such as solar variability, cosmic
rays or volcanic eruptions can explain the observed warming.
Nearly all of the heat at the surface of Earth comes from
radiation from the Sun. Perhaps, as one hypothesis goes,
that radiation has become more intense in recent decades and
is making the planet warmer. A second, more complicated
hypothesis involving the Sun proposes that higher solar activity
tends to suppress the levels of cosmic rays, high energy
particles from space, hitting our atmosphere. Cosmic rays
help form water droplets and clouds. Clouds are thought to
have an overall cooling effect on the planet. So in this view, if
the Sun is more active, then there are fewer cosmic rays, less
cloud cover and a warmer Earth.

Cosmic rays and solar irradiance (figures 9 and 10,
respectively) have stayed essentially flat since the 1970s, at

the same time that global temperatures have risen most rapidly
in the past century. Also, the cosmic ray hypothesis fails to
explain why Earth is warming more at night than during the
daytime, a fact which is consistent with the warming effects of
human produced greenhouse gas emissions.

Sunspot activity—another way of measuring solar activity
based on counting dark spots on the Sun—does vary in a regular
11-year cycle, but since at least 1950, average sunspot activity
has remained flat. According to the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, from 1950 to 2005, it is ‘exceptionally
unlikely (<1% chance) that the natural variability in the
sunspot cycle has had a warming influence comparable to that
from anthropogenic greenhouse gases.’

There is a third hypothesis here about the effect of
volcanoes. Volcanoes produce aerosols that tend to cool the

8
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Figure 9. Cosmic ray intensity has stayed essentially flat since the 1960s [21], at the same time that global temperatures have risen most
rapidly in the past century.

Figure 10. Apart from the regular 11-year solar activity cycle, total
solar irradiance (TSI) has stayed essentially flat since the 1970s, at
the same time that global temperatures have risen most rapidly in
the past century. TSI is the Sun’s brightness (as measured daily by
Earth orbiting satellites) summed across all the wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Reprinted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature [22], copyright 2006.

atmosphere, so if there were less aerosols the planet would
actually warm. Figure 8 shows their effects are small compared
with ‘well-mixed’ greenhouse gases.

Myth no. 6. The urban heat island effect or other land use
changes can explain the observed warming. The urban heat
island effect is a well documented phenomenon caused by roads
and buildings absorbing more heat than undeveloped land and
vegetation. It causes cities to be warmer than surrounding
countryside and can even influence rainfall patterns. Perhaps,
the argument goes, ground based weather stations have been
systematically measuring a rise in temperature not from a
global effect but from local land use changes.

Human-made structures and energy sources can result in
substantial local warming that can affect measurements in the
urban environment [17, 23]. This local warming is eliminated
to obtain a valid measure of global climate change.

There are several points to be considered:

(i) The influence of urban centers on long-term global
temperature change is generally found to be small.

(ii) Global satellite measurements of night lights allow one to
subtract out measurements from urban centers from the
analysis.

(iii) There are sufficient number of measurement stations in
‘pitch black’ regions to allow for modeling long-term
global temperature trends.

In general, urban warming has little effect on standard
global temperature analysis [17].

Myth no. 7. Natural ocean variability can explain the
observed warming. The oceans are the largest single reservoir
of heat in the climate system. And they do have internal cycles
of variability, such as the pacific decadal oscillation (PDO)
and the atlantic multi-decadal oscillation (AMO). These cycles
have impacts on the sea surface temperature in specific regions
that vary from year to year and even from decade to decade.
So perhaps, the argument goes, we just happen to be in a
warm period that will last a few decades and the oceans will
eventually switch back to a cool period.

The top 70–100 m of the oceans are experiencing an
upward trend in temperature all across the planet, some 84%
of the total heating of the Earth system (oceans, atmosphere,
continents and cryosphere) [24, 25]. There are three possible
causes:

(i) Natural variability internal to the coupled ocean–
atmosphere system.

(ii) External natural variability, such as solar or volcanic
forcing.

(iii) Forcing arising from human activity.

Climate models demonstrate [25] that ocean warming
is far stronger than would be expected from natural internal
variations. Solar or volcanic forcing produces signal strengths
indistinguishable from those expected from natural internal
variability, and thus much less than observed ocean warming.
This is also shown in the data responding to myth no. 3.

Finally, the effect of well-mixed greenhouse gases and
sulfate aerosol particles, anthropogenic forcing, produces
results that differ ocean-by-ocean and depth-by-depth in
accord with observations [25]. The results could not have
been introduced into the models by ‘tuning’ because the
predictions are too complex in space and time. Differences
between oceans are interesting because they follow known
properties. Deep convection characterizes both the North
and South Atlantic oceans, and warming from anthropogenic
forcing penetrates relatively deeply in both. By contrast, the
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Figure 11. (a) Greenhouse gas forcing and ice core (Vostok temperature from Vostok ice core [26]) measurements and greenhouse gas
forcing from CO2, CH4 and N2O from [27] as a function of number of millennia before the present (kyr BP). (b) Correlation (%) diagram
showing the lead of temperature over greenhouse gas forcing. Reprinted with permission from The Royal Society [27].

Figure 12. Carbon dioxide concentrations from ice core and atmospheric measurements (figure 4) alongside global temperature changes
(figure 2). Increase of CO2 precedes temperature increase over the past 100 years.

northern Pacific Ocean has a relatively shallow ‘overturning’
circulation that isolates the surface layers from the deeper
ocean, and warming is found to be confined to the upper ocean.

Myth no. 8. In the past, global temperatures rose first
and then carbon dioxide levels rose later. Therefore, rising
temperatures cause higher CO2 levels, not the other way
around. Ice cores from Dome C in Antarctica record surface
temperatures and atmospheric concentrations of CO2 going
back over 800 000 years. During that time, several ice ages
came and went. After each ice age ended, temperatures rose
first and then several centuries later, CO2 concentrations rose.
This lag, some skeptics conclude, proves that CO2 increases
are caused by global warming, not the other way around.

For 400 millennia before the past 100 years, figure 11
shows that rising temperatures lead to higher CO2 levels.
However, though barely perceptible in figure 11, the trend
reverses in the latest years.

This reversal has already been seen in sections 2 and 3.
Reproduced in figure 12 are, side by side, figures 4 and 2,
displaying CO2 concentrations and global temperature change,
respectively, as a function of date.

The results are striking. The sharp increase in CO2

concentration is seen to precede the sharp increase in global

temperature by roughly 100 years. This lag, discussed in
myth no. 7, is caused by the large thermal capacity of the
top 70–100 m in the oceans. The net effect, greenhouse gas
increase preceding global temperature rise, is unprecedented
for as far back as 400 millennia from the present, clearly
displaying the effect of the sharp increase in greenhouse gas
forcing over the past 100 years.

6. Two methods for economically sustainable
reduction of CO2

6.1. CO2 capture from pulverized coal-fired power plants

The preceding sections paint a dismal picture for Earth’s future
if current patterns of fossil fuel usage continue. It is clear
that no nation is willing to sacrifice its economic prosperity in
order to reduce CO2 emissions. Is there any way to maintain
and even improve standards of living, while reducing CO2

emissions? This section suggests two approaches that more or
less typify a way forward that can achieve both. One is using
current technology, the other at the stage of basic research
but with great promise for the future. The message should be
clear: one needs to be ‘smart’ with methods for CO2 emission
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Figure 13. CO2 emissions (billions of metric tons/year) for the US
by source, projected to 2035. Reprinted with permission from [10].

reductions. Severe increases in cost, draconian regulations, or
diminution of standard of living will not be acceptable to the
general population. Only through economically sustainable
approaches to CO2 emission reduction can climate properties
be stabilized.

The first example deals with CO2 capture and
sequestration. The most egregious source of CO2 emissions
are pulverized coal-fired power plants. Coal combustion is
responsible for half of the electric power produced in the US,
yet produces as much CO2 annually as all transportation.

As seen from figure 13, CO2 emissions from coal are
expected to increase, rather than decrease, over the next
25 years. Is there any way to reduce this major contributor
to global warming?

Current methods of CO2 capture and sequestration are
not sustainable. The current approach to carbon capture and
sequestration (CCS) from pulverized coal-fired power plants
is not economically viable without either large subsidies or a
very high price on carbon. Current schemes require roughly
one third of a power plant’s energy for CO2 capture and
pressurization, and neither merchant nor regulated utilities
can accommodate this magnitude of added cost. Worse,
direct injection of CO2 into saline aquifers is limited by back
pressures associated with poor diffusivity of gas into liquid
media in porous rock.

A more economically feasible method has recently been
proposed [28]. The production of energy from geothermal
aquifers has evolved as a separate, independent technology
from the sequestration of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gases in deep, saline aquifers. A game changing idea combines
these two technologies and adds another: dissolution of carbon
dioxide into extracted brine which is then re-injected. The
production of energy from the extracted brine offsets the cost
of capture, pressurization and injection and the subsequent
injection of brine containing carbon dioxide back into the
aquifer. Calculations indicate that this offset would reduce the
cost of CCS to a point that CCS could survive in a competitive
market environment without subsidies or a price on carbon.

The proposed method is illustrated in figure 14. The sim-
ulations and cost estimates are specific to methane-saturated

geopressured-geothermal reservoirs, but are applicable to other
saline aquifers though without necessarily the benefits of ex-
tracted methane or aquifer heat.

Four differences from conventional CCS are notable.
First, instead of injecting CO2 directly into the aquifer,
native brine is pumped from the aquifer to the surface, and
CO2 captured from the flue gas is injected under modest
pressure (∼1000 psi) into the saline solution. Pressurization
is required to return the saline water with dissolved CO2 into
the aquifer (through a different well), but injection is aided
by the density of the CO2-saturated brine. Per unit volume
of fluid this is less costly energetically than pumping the
same amount of CO2 directly into a geopressured aquifer.
Larger volumes of brine are needed, however, so that the
total pumping costs are comparable to conventional CCS.
Second, as Taggart’s 1D calculation [29] has shown, and our
3D simulations confirm, when CO2 contacts water containing
dissolved methane, the methane is expelled from solution
resulting in a wave front of methane that can be produced, and
then either sold commercially or used to generate electricity,
compensating for a significant portion of the energy lost
through CO2 capture. The production of methane under such
conditions has already been observed in the field [30]. Third,
the saline water comes to the surface from original reservoir
temperatures of the order of 300 ◦F. This geothermal energy
can be used as process heat required for CO2 capture, with
preliminary estimates suggesting cost offsets comparable to or
greater than the value of the released methane, substantially
reducing the parasitic consumption of steam for capture
equipment retrofitted onto existing coal-fired power plants.
Fourth, the proposed operation takes saline solution from a
different portion of the aquifer than the returned saline water.
A judicious arrangement of extraction and injection wells,
combined with the density of the CO2-saturated brine that
eliminates buoyant leakage, provides a much more robust
permanence for CO2 storage.

Formations of abnormally high pressure and temperature
lie along the Gulf Coast of the US at depths exceeding 10 000
feet. The water is often saturated or nearly saturated with
dissolved methane [31, 32]. The methane content of these
brines is on the order of 35 SCF per barrel of brine. Because
these aquifers are regionally extensive, the total amount of
methane is enormous with estimates ranging from 3000 to
46 000 TCF [33]. In addition to the well characterized
geopressured-geothermal aquifers along the Gulf Coast of
Texas and Louisiana, there are likely to be other large sources
of methane dissolved in normally pressured saline aquifers in
the US; located in most geological basins where oil and gas
are produced including but not limited to, the mid-west, mid-
continent and west-coast.

The energy content of the hot brine is also very significant.
The temperature of Gulf Coast geothermal aquifers is about
300 ◦F, and the energy that can be extracted from produced
brine is of the same order of magnitude as the energy from
the produced methane. For example, the change in enthalpy
when the temperature of one barrel (42 gallons) of hot water
is reduced from 300 to 100 ◦F is 70 000 BTU, which is about
twice the energy content of the dissolved methane.
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Figure 14. Schematic of the process described in [28].

The manner of injecting CO2 is a crucial component of
this approach. The conventional and most straightforward way
to sequester CO2 is to inject it directly into the aquifer as a
supercritical fluid. When the CO2 mixes with the methane-
saturated brine in the aquifer, the methane will come out
of solution and flow upward where it can be captured and
produced from a production well at a higher elevation in
the aquifer [29]. However, injecting a CO2 phase requires
another aquifer to receive the extracted brine. Moreover, our
preliminary calculations strongly indicate it is better to inject
water containing dissolved CO2. In this case, injected brine
displaces the native brine bearing dissolved methane toward the
production wells in the aquifer. Because only a single phase
(aqueous) exists in the formation, this is a much more efficient
process. It results in a much higher recovery of the methane
and heat and has other significant advantages, notably the
ability to control the aquifer backpressure that limits injection
rates in conventional CCS. Bryant and co-workers [34, 35]
have already proposed injecting dissolved CO2 in conventional
aquifers as a way to eliminate buoyant leakage and reduce the
‘footprint’ of pressure and fluid displacement.

We have conducted simulations of this idea using idealized
methane-saturated saline aquifers, but with realistic properties
and values of dissolved methane measured from actual test
wells. These simulations show that the combined value of the
methane and heat energy from the produced saline water is
of the same order as the cost of separating, pressurizing and
injecting the CO2, assuming the methane has a value of ∼$8
per million BTU, about the average price over the past five
years.

There are many conventional CCS programs currently
underway. The insights learned from them will be valuable,
but none will survive in a cost-competitive environment.
The approach described above is estimated to be cost-
competitive. It is an example of how current technology,
cleverly constructed, can address global climate issues in an
economically sustainable fashion.

6.2. Production of fuels directly from sunlight

The energy from sunlight striking the Earth in 1 h exceeds the
energy consumed on Earth in a year. However, conventional
photovoltaic harvesting of this energy has proven stubbornly
more expensive than from fossil fuels, sharply limiting solar
energy usage. The intermittent nature of solar flux is yet a
second deterrent for base-load electrical energy purposes, as
storage remains a major impediment. In order to compete with
fossil sources, solar energy must be transformed into energy
in a cost effective and efficient manner. Recent advances have
created opportunities for directly converting sunlight into fuels,
in principle meeting both of these requirements [36].

Photosynthesis is the basis for life on Earth. Plants take
CO2 from the atmosphere, water and sunlight, and produce
ATP, their ‘fuel’ for growth and reproduction. Is it possible
to create synthetic photosynthesis, using inorganic materials
for both photoelectrochemical splitting of water to produce
solar hydrogen (solar–hydrogen), and the formation of carbon–
hydrogen bonds to produce solar fuels either by reducing
carbon dioxide with solar H2 or via direct photoreduction of
carbon dioxide with H2O? The former is achievable, the latter
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is much more difficult, and remains a target for future research
and development [37].

Production of hydrogen through photoelectrocatalytic
splitting of water does not generate CO2 whereas the current
process for hydrogen generation produces a molecule of CO2

for every four molecules of H2 (through reforming methane
(CH4)). Carbon free production of H2 would reduce emissions
of CO2 from petroleum refineries by as much as 40% because
of the large amounts of hydrogen used for fuel production
(∼ one billion cubic feet/day at a typical refinery). In addition,
coatings for turbine blades used in electricity production have
been developed that can stand the very high temperatures
associated with H2 combustion. This will allow H2 (with N2

to add weight) to be used for electricity generation in place of
natural gas (that generates about a third that of CO2 generated
from electricity production by coal, but nevertheless, a third).

A commercially viable solar–hydrogen process would
encompass energy capture, conversion and even to some extent
storage in a single system. The key components in the
development of such a system include suitable photomaterials,
device architectures and electrocatalysts. Although optimal
materials remain to be found, there are no fundamental barriers
to their discovery, and much has been learned from past
work [38].

Photomaterials are central to the development of any
system for the conversion of sunlight to other forms of
energy (chemical or electrical). The photomaterial has the
function of efficiently capturing sunlight under irradiation and
transducing it to local electrical currents (or local reduction
and oxidation sites) that carry out the desired reactions. How
efficiently this occurs is a function of how much of the
solar spectrum is absorbed, the energies of the absorbed
photons, the conversion efficiency of photons to separated
electrons and holes, how well these carriers move through the
material to the surface (interface), and how well they can be
transferred to solution species (often via an electrocatalyst) to
produce the desired products. In addition to these factors, the
stability of the photomaterial under irradiation in the reaction
medium must be high, and, for practical application, the
material cost must be low, so the system can be deployed
over extremely large areas. To achieve maximum solar
collection efficiency, the chemical composition, the phase
and the structure/morphology of the photomaterial are all
important, as these interactively determine the material optical
and charge transport characteristics.

Photocatalytic water splitting can be accomplished via
metal-oxide semiconductors, which can promote electrons
from the valence band into the conduction band upon
absorption of a photon with energy exceeding the band gap
(figure 15).

Conduction band electrons and corresponding valence
band holes can perform reduction and oxidation chemistry
either on the surface of the photocatalyst itself or on
electrodes in a photoelectrochemical cell. In the case of
photoelectrochemical water splitting, holes oxidize water to
form O2 at the anode while electrons reduce protons at the
cathode to form H2 (figure 16).

The development of photocatalytic solar energy conver-
sion as a sustainable, scalable alternative to other forms of

Figure 15. Photoelectrolysis principle [39]. Courtesy of A J Bard.

Figure 16. A photoelectrolysis cell [39]. Courtesy of A J Bard.

energy requires the use of low cost, high availability stable
materials. Metal-oxide photocatalyst morphology is critical
since photo-generated electron–hole pairs created in the bulk
of the material must reach reactive surface sites before recom-
bination. Figure 17 exhibits an example of a nano-columnar
film, where the photon is absorbed along the length of the
column, and oxidation and reduction occur at the surface of
the column. Thin nano-structured films show great promise
in this regard since electron–hole pairs can more effectively
diffuse or migrate from the interior of the material to the reac-
tive interface.

Dopants and additives may act to reduce electrical
resistivity, increase electron mobility and hole diffusion, and
depress charge carrier recombination.
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Figure 17. α-Fe2O3 nano-columnar film grown via reactive ballistic
deposition at 80◦ angle of incidence at 77 K and then air annealed to
500 ◦C. Courtesy of C B Mullins. For details see [40].

A solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency of at least 10%
is necessary for solar water splitting to become competitive
with traditional hydrogen production techniques such as steam
reforming. Unfortunately, current water splitting efficiencies
under actual sunlight fall far short of this goal, although high
efficiencies (greater than 25%) have been achieved under UV
light (wavelengths less than ∼300 nm). Solar-to-hydrogen
conversion efficiency losses arise due to several factors. The
first is thermodynamic: even if the semiconductor film can
absorb and utilize every photon greater than the 1.23 eV needed
for water splitting, the difference between photon energy
and the water splitting energy gain is lost through heat or
re-radiation. Overpotentials are required to drive the water
oxidation and reduction reactions at reasonable rates, and
this excess energy is also lost. For these reasons, stable
materials with significant visible light absorption are sought
as water splitting photocatalysts. Achieving 10% efficiency is
no small task, and every photocatalyst parameter other than
those fixed by thermodynamics must be optimized in order to
reach this goal.

There has been extensive research over the last 38 years
in the search for a single material that can employ a single
photon with band gap energy in the near UV–visible region
of the spectrum that will accomplish water splitting. The
diagram often given for the scheme is shown in figure 16.
However, this widely used picture is misleading in that the
thermodynamic reactions shown and the quoted potentials
represent multielectron transfers, not the single electron
transfer implied by a single photon transition. The body of
research on photoelectrocatalytic water splitting carried out
thus far suggests that there may not be a material for the
single structure model for accomplishing water splitting at a
reasonable efficiency.

However, other structures are possible: for example, a
p–n diode structure (figure 18) has been suggested that uses
two photons to drive the reaction [41].

The photooxidation reaction occurs at the n-type material
and the photoreduction reaction occurs at the p-type material
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Figure 18. A photochemical diode. Adapted from [41].

and these structures have been termed ‘photochemical
diodes’ and a few simple constructs of such devices have
been developed. Recently, nanocomposite photocatalysts
of WO3/W/PbBi2Nb1.9Ti0.1O9 have been constructed via
chemical vapor deposition [42]. These approaches are now
yielding around 1% efficiencies, still a factor of ten from
competing with commercial steam reforming sources of H2.

A combinatorial approach has been used to optimize
new materials [43]. This research focuses on two- or three-
component transition metal oxides as photoreceptors, and,
with a modicum of luck (and intuition, led by computational
simulations) photoelectrocatalytic splitting of water may
become commercially competitive in the not-too-distant
future. As noted at the beginning of this section, this could
have significant consequences for sustainable reduction of CO2

emissions.

7. Summary of findings, and expectations for the
future

The material in section 2 stands on its own. Attempts to
mitigate the findings (‘myths’) are dealt with in section 5. From
a personal perspective, the future is clear, and it is not pretty.
Humans have warmed the Earth, and the warming will continue
for centuries. The consequences are just becoming apparent,
and are frightening.

Inexorable heating can be avoided in the future, but only
if science and technology are able to reduce CO2 emissions in
a sustainable fashion. Two examples are explored in outline
form in section 6 to demonstrate that it is feasible economically
to capture CO2 from pulverized coal-fired power plants and to
produce hydrogen without CO2 emissions. There are many
other potential vehicles to reduce CO2 emissions. The ‘low
hanging fruit’ is of course energy efficiency. But there are other
prospects that are being explored, and current investments will
yield future benefits.

Finally, all of the specifics for CO2 emissions were US
in origin. From the International Energy Agency, in 2007
the US was responsible for 19.91% of global CO2 emissions.
One could make the argument that even if its emissions were
reduced to zero, there would remain the 80% of current
emissions. This argument neglects the transmission of CO2

emission reduction technologies to other nations. For example,
China was responsible for 22.30% of global CO2 emissions
in 2007. Today, China now imports coal to fuel its rapid
economic growth. If the concept in section 6 were introduced,
CO2 emissions from this source could be significantly reduced.
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The same would be true for other nations that burn coal:
the European Union’s contribution of 14.04% and India’s
increasing contribution (now at 5.50% but certain to grow
substantially as it further develops its economy) could be
significantly reduced. Further, there is value to this technology,
and those who develop and deliver it will reap economic
rewards.

Will the Anthropocene be short term, causing relatively
minor changes from current climactic conditions, or will it
yield extreme deviations that last for thousands of years? The
response is in the hands of those on Earth today, for today’s
CO2 emissions will add to those of the past, and continue to
warm for centuries to come.
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